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 Since the WFD and the 2006 law on water and aquatic
ecosystems, the policy for protecting drinking water has
been enhanced.
 The 2006 national policy establishes, for France, the main
components and the different steps for protecting drinking
water and asks for defining and implementing an action
plan adapted to each catchment.
 Despite ambitious objectives of the “Grenelle de
l’Environnement (2009) for the 500 national priority
catchments, the local implementation is difficult.
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The current French framework
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The current French situation
Total of Grenelle
priority
catchments

532
catchments
100%

Finalised
delimitation
studies

467
catchments
88%

Finalised
pressures
studies

381
catchments
72%

Finalised action
Plans

280
catchments
53%

Action Plan defined
"Protection area"
by Prefectoral Decree
defined by
(voluntary
Prefectoral Decree
engagement)

215
catchments
40%

110
catchments
21%

Action Plans
becoming
mandatory

few cases

Which actions
have been now
really
implemented ?

Protection approach progress
as at October 2014
(532 priority catchments)

Among the 532 priority catchments:
 88% of catchment delimitation and 72% of pressures assessment studies
have been finished. But only 53% of them have an action plan
 No data on the effectiveness of implementation.

 For these reasons (we discovered by the
study…), an assessment of on-going
projects on priority catchments has been
undertaken,…
 ….in order to define the framework and the
main functions of what could be a
Resource Centre to help stakeholders in
elaborating an efficient drinking water
protection.
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National
level

Focus
at
local
level
and
on key
actors
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•

The « Grenelle » priority catchments (around 532 catchments)
– 29% pesticides, 27% nitrate, 42% mixed issue
– Nb: 88% GW & 12 % surface water
% of catchments
– Surface area : 55 % GW, 45% surface water
40
– Around 7% agricultural surface area of France
30

– Highly variable is surface area: from
23 to 780 000 ha
– High variable in the concerned
population: 18% less than 1000 hab.;
50% more than 5000 hab. (400 000
hab. max)
 Different issues

• Agriculture is always the
dominant land use
– Around 50% of the catchments
have more than 75% of their
surface area in agricultural
lands
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The key measures of Action plans
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Action
plans
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 A majority of measures are on nitrogen and pesticides
management, are based on regulations and/or agrienvironmental measures
 More ambitious and complementary measures can be
included, but without any support measure nor
accurate objectives for their implementation
 By the end, action plans reflect a formal
implementation of protection than a real search for
efficiency which could be based by
o
o
o

defining a relevant area for action
engaging in a reflection including social and economical issues
setting-up a consistent support scheme and accompanying
stakeholders’ organization
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Stakeholders and knowledge…
What is the more limiting knowledge for implementing protection
approaches, they told us economical assessment, identification of
required changes
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Quel rôle des différents acteurs pour remplir
Role of actors
ces fonctions ? (2/2)

• Administrations start the process of water protection
– Department and water agencies are key actors
– Ambition is highly variable over France

• Consultants are involved but do not decide
– Numerous have high skills in hydrology, hydrogeology… but not
in agricultural sciences
– Most of them are focus on « how to progress » than « how to
be efficient ». Lack in pressure / impact approaches
– … and not always consulted in agricultural sciences

• Agricultural chambers have a key role in technical
choices as they are often the only one actor on such skill

Quel rôle des différents acteurs pour remplir
• Local authorities
arefonctions
generally responsible
for the
ces
? (1/2)
process without having all the required competencies
• Project coordinators support local authorities, mainly
for leading the process, but they are generally too
young to orientate the action plans
How do you perceive the competencies and technical resources of local
authorities, in relation with public and institutional support?
Effective competencies for undertaking
technical assessment, that are reinforced
by support of public partners

Elected
representatives

Effective competencies, but few support
from public partners
Few competencies for undertaking
technical assessment, despite actual
public support

Project
coordinators

Few competencies and few public support
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 32 % have less than 2 years of
experience
 More than 75% have a master level. But
25% have no knowledge in agricultural
sciences

6‐10 years > 10 years

 35% have a short fix term contract: 12%
in agricultural chambers ; 50% in
community and water providers
 A high proportion of them are included
in a network (75%)
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Stakeholders and knowledge
According to the surveys undertaken at national scale, local authorities
do not feel competent, nor legitimate for leading such formal and
technical projects
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From your perspective, the approach ...
is blocked

is still at an early stage

Project Coordinators ‐ National (90
answers)

enabled awareness raising but will
not enable to overcome blockages

Project Coordinators ‐ 3 regions (10
answers)

does not guarantee efficiency, there
is a need to reinforce actions

Elected representatives ‐ 3 régions (6
régions)

will certainly improve water quality
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is in the way to have a protection of water quality ...
 As the majority of project coordinators working for local authority are convinced of
the approach soundness
 The majority of stakeholders think that current approach will not be sufficient and
that it will be necessary to reinforce actions



Needs of knowledge

Search for efficiency

For local authorities
• Shed light on and support « the urgency to act » on catchments
• Show the diversity of adapted solutions for water quality protection
For the global approach scheme
• Include an assessment and follow-up disposal at the very beginning of the
project
• Integrate changes of agricultural practices in a larger economic and
territorial context



Needs of knowledge’s mobilization

• Translate knowledge so that local stakeholders can appropriate it and
decline it locally
• Organize local debates during which technical issues are discussed
• Accompany project management and the set-up of a strategic debate



Needs of networks’ mobilization

• Expand training offer to strategic management, project efficiency, etc.
• Produce feedbacks on ongoing projects to show the diversity of
approaches and to analyse the causes of success and failure
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Resource Center for protecting drinking water
National level

Actors Networking (pilot sites, pilote
tools,…)
Transfer Knowledge (reference, tools,…)

Water Agencies
& Region

Information system (useful for actors)
Administrative and juridic assistance

Is there such experience in other countries ?
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With the contribution of
A committee of scientists and stakeholders :
Irstea, BRGM and Inra scientists
Drinking water providers
Water Agencies, Onema
Ministries of Agriculture and Environment

Detailed results: https://colloque.inra.fr/captages/Rapport‐et‐presentations

Contact: chantal.gascuel@rennes.inra.fr

Thanks for your attention
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